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Six partners from Ogier in Hong Kong have been ranked in Chambers Asia Pacific 2023, which
praises the firm for putting clients first.

According to client feedback, the team is "very knowledgeable and without a doubt has the client's
interest as a top priority." The team is also "able to pinpoint key issues and propose pragmatic
solutions."

In Banking and Finance, partner Anthony Oakes is praised for his "responsiveness and
proactiveness," and partner David Nelson is ranked up and coming.

From the Investment Funds team, partner Nicholas Plowman is praised as "responsive,
commercial, and effective," and he is ranked alongside partner Kate Hodson.

Partner Nathan Powell, Ogier's global head of Corporate, is described as the person "who you hire
for the biggest and most complex transactions." Also ranked is Ogier's head of Dispute Resolution in
Asia, partner Oliver Payne, who delivers "prompt and commercial advice."

Hong Kong practice partner Nicholas Plowman said: "It's another fantastic set of results, with some
outstanding feedback. We have a talented team in Asia and we are committed to putting clients at
the centre of everything we do - it's great to see this approach recognised and valued."

About Ogier

Ogier is a professional services firm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most
demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, efficient and cost-effective services to
all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our
people.
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This client briefing has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The
information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a comprehensive
study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice
concerning individual situations.

Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice
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T: +852 3656 6054
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